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① What the PeaceTech Lab aims
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Are the AI and IT revolutions
really making people happier?
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Why can't war and starvation be
eliminated?

What is the role of Japan, that is
not Silicon Valley or China ?
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Peace Tech
means “to use technology
to eliminate the causes of
hunger, poverty and war”.
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Peace Tech Foundation

ーMission・Goal・Objective

Mission
We will eliminate war and hunger from the world with Peace Tech.

Goal
By 2045, we will realize a society in which all people can be mentally,
materially, and economically independent.

Objective
We will investigate the causes of hunger, poverty, and war, and
utilize advanced technology to eradicate them.
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Comparison with GAFA
GAFA Scheme

Our Scheme

GAFA have made a lot of money with their
business model on “personal information”, which
is said to be the oil of the 21st century, improved
successfully individual convenience, but not
eliminated poverty.

The credibility of individuals who study seriously
widens their opportunities to be self-reliant.
Contents of Education create job opportunities to
eliminate poverty and hunger.
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Individual
Free
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Purchase
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Purchase
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PeaceTech
Lab

Individual

Employ
ment

Personal
data
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Enterprise

WHAT is PeaceTech Lab?
A Platform which provides individuals with
education, job training, and employment
opportunities based on personal credit which is
assessed according to their visualized earnest (not
income or assets,) by a newly developed personal
credit evaluation engine using AI and blockchain.
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Value Source of the PeaceTech Lab

１．Learn to Earn
“Block chain technology and token system” which provide people with
free-education based on empathy and trust.

2．Pay-Forward Token
What you get through Education is circulated and cycled within society
through token transaction.

3．Solving Social Issues to Earn
Token community which gathers, from the world, human resource and
educational contents oriented to solving social issues.
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②Who runs Peace Tech Lab
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Operating organizations
1. Peace Tech Foundation

based in Japan and will be based in Singapore too.

Representative Director: Sakuichi Konno（Professor,Tama University）
Director：
Hiroshi Fujiwara (CEO, Broadband Tower,Inc.)

Board

1．Operation of the Peace Tech Lab.: Provision of free education program (online teacher, digital education content, student matching).At the
same time, collect personal data (mainly educational progress, daily learning attitude, etc.).
2．Development of a personal credit assessment engine: Personal credit assessment based on consented personal data.
3．Establishment and operation of a technical advisory committee: Technical advisory committee members, mainly technical experts and
ambassadors from around the world, will be selected and requested to join the committee.
Hiroshi Fujiwara Director, PeaceTech Foundation
Gaia Tech Corporation Board MemberChairman, President and
CEO, BroadBand Tower, Inc.President, Internet Research
Institute (IRI), Inc.Chairman of the Board, Internet Association
of Japan(currently Hitachi Industrial Control Solutions, Ltd.) and
ASCII Corporation, where he was involved in research and
standardization of video coding systems and participated in the
creation of MPEG. (IRI) in 1996 and became its president in
2012, and became the chairman of the Internet Society of
Japan in 2015. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree from
Kyoto University and a PhD in Engineering (Electronics and
Information Engineering) from the University of Tokyo.

2. Gaia Tech, Inc.

Board

Sakuichi Konno

Representative Director:

Gaia Tech Inc.President, NPO Edo Tech Global President,
Japan Policy School Specially Appointed Professor,
Tama University Graduate School
Trustee, Tokyo Community Foundation
Partner, Ohmae and Associates; Director, Business Breakthrough;
Director, Net Capital Partners (venture capital); President, Policy School
Ichishinjuku (operating company: Breakthrough); President, Attackers
Business School Business (operating company: Breakthrough) He also
established Japan's first portal site for donations to NPOs, "Gamba NPO
Net" (now "Give One"), and has expertise across sectors including the
corporate sector, government sector, and NPO sector.
He holds a Master's degree from Columbia University's School of
International Public Policy.

Representative Director: Sakuichi Konno（Professor,Tama University）
Director：Hiroshi Fujiwara(CEO, Broadband Tower,Inc.)

Operation of “Alan,” the job matching service and advertising platform in Peace Tech Lab in collaboration with other companies.
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Past Activities in education
Mainly in emerging countries/conflict areas.
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Past Activities in University education (excerpt)
AT/IT(Information
Technology)

×

Social Good Method

BlockChain

Global Leadership

・Skills for introducing Block chain
・Skills for building block chain environment /for
introduction experiment

Leadership skills (such as logical thinking) and
strategy building skills (business portfolio), etc

VR(Virtual Reality)・AR(Augmented Reality)

peace communication

3D Application development by Unity
App distribution for iOS, Android

Literacy theory to decipher the influence of media and content on
society, role-playing to learn the perspectives of others, etc.

AI ・Data Science

Peaceful Mind

・Skills for data analysis for decision making
Excel, R, AI, Machine learning, etc.

Fostering a "Peaceful Mind," a mindset that makes the most
of technology

Robotics

IT for Social good (Case Study)

・Basic skills for Robotics / Drone
/ Airframe Control, etc.

Case Study of social contribution used AI・IT
Master practical knowledge and Know-how
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③ Outlook of the PeaceTech Lab
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Peace Tech Economy

links credit and empathy of people through token transaction
１）The more you learn, the more you gain NFTs. Besides top –upped for serious and excellent learners.
２）Tokens and NFTs are granted to teachers, schools, employers and donators as well, as reward for their contribution
to the community.
３）NFTs can’t be purchased but are given for non-financial contribution except for that from donators or employers.
４）Donators and employers can purchase tokens.
→Economy which is inclusive of the unbanked, not based on only money, and of empathy and credit.
Education and Human Resource Platform

PeaceTech Lab
Workers

Content
Providers

Teachers
Learners
Education
Service

Sullivan
Schools

SelfLearning
System

Albert

Cloud
Funding

Mpata

Assessment
Engine

Noguchi

Donators

Human
Resource
Service

PeaceTech
Tokens and
NFTs

Token
System
PeaceTech
Token
（PT Token）

Alan
Employers/
Job offerers

NFT
System
NFTs

Community
members acquires
tokens and NFTs for
social-good activities,
such as “Learn”,
“Teach” and “Work.”
↓

Economy which
links credit and
empathy
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Peace Tech Tokens and NFTs

（1）

Completion-NFT
PT Token

Serioussness-NFT

Good Teacher-NFT

Good content-NFT

Donation-NFT

Good School-NFT

Good CompanyNFT

Job NFT

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●A school can gain ●Data Recording
"good school NFT"
when it has produced
a mass of self -reliant
workers.

●Data Recording

Excellence
●Excellent learners gain ●On completing

Learners

Teachers

●Serious learners gain ●Data Recording

additional tokens.（Learn courses, certificate
"seriousness NFTs"
to Earn）
NFTs are awawarded. apart from tokens for
excellence.
●Basic cources (A) are
granted, Advanced
courses (B) are paid by
tokens.
●On completing
advanced course (B),
tokes are paid back.
●Teachers gain tokens
through teaching.

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

● Rewarded based ●Data Recording
on assessment by
learners.

●Schools can receive
token-donation.
Schools

●Learners express their
appreciation to schools by
tokens.

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording
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Peace Tech Tokens and NFTs
PT Token

Completion-NFT

Serioussness-NFT

（2）

Good Teacher-NFT

Good content-NFT

Donation-NFT
Good School NFT

Excellence
●Donators purchase

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Donators gain "Donation ●Data Recording
NFTs." Donation history is
made visible.
●A successful bidder can
be linked to the donator of
the auctioned good.
●Donaters can join
donators' community.

tokens to donate.
Donators
Supporters

Company
Job Offerers

Workers

Content
Providers

Good Company
NFT

●Other contributions than
donation are also subject
to reward of tokens.

Job NFT
●Data Recording

●Companies purchase
tokens to pay
remuneration.
●When company
members participate in
teaching activities in the
community, the company
is rewarded by tokens.

●Data Recording

●Good company
NFT is rewarded
when the amount
of offered jobs or
employment
exceed a certain
number.

●Data Recording

●Workers are paid by
tokens.

●Data Recording

●Recorded Data

●Job NFT is given
for each
employment.

● When a content is
utilized, its provider gains
tokens.

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

●Good content

●Data Recording

●Data Recording

NFTs are awarded
if the number of its
competers exceeds
a certain number.
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Model Schemes
①B2C: deliver education program directly to learners.
②B2B2C: deliver education program through institutions.

②B2B2C

①B2C
Directly to Learners

Through institutions which adopt the Peace Tech Lab.
Educational
companies /
organizations

Universities,
Primary
Schools, etc.

High School
Undergraduates Engineers
/ Graduates
Non-Engineers Students

Undergraduates
/ Graduates

Engineers

Nonengineers

Pupils
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B2B2C Education Package Model
・A university can adopt Peace Tech Lab in various ways.

University /
Graduate
schools

Primary
Schools

A university can use
NOGUCHI to assess
students on its own
education programs to make
visible in the job market.

Own Lectures / Curricula

Assessment
Engine
Noguchi

Human
Resource
Service
Alan

Assessment
Engine
Noguchi

Human
Resource
Service
Alan

In addition to the above, it
can adopt ALBERT to
support its students for
engineering education.

Own
Lectures /
Curricula

SelfLearning
Albert

Or, it can adopt the full
package of Peace Tech
Lab to provide educational
content to students as its
curricula.

Education
Service
Sullivan

SelfLearning
Albert

Assessment
Engine
Noguchi

A primary school can receive
educational contents of
SULLIVAN, assess pupils
through NOGUCHI and utilize
MPATA to establish its IT
environment

Education
Service
Sullivan

Assessment
Engine
Noguchi

Cloud
Funding
Mpata

Human
Resource
Service
Alan

Cloud
Funding
Mpata
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Transaction of PT Tokens / NFTs in case of

①Learners / Teachers
Give

Take
・Certificate NFTs are awarded on completion of
courses.
・Excellent learners gain additional tokens.
（Learn to Earn）

Learners

・Serious learners gain “earnest NFTs” apart from
academic excellence.

・Basic courses (A) are granted.
・Advanced courses (B) are paid with tokens.

・PT tokens are paid back on completion of
advanced courses (B).

・Economically disadvantageous learners can
receive token scholarship whose source is donation,
to join advanced courses (B).

・Able to join the course B with the acquired
Certificate NFT of the course A.
・Recruitment precedent course →
Acquire a job when completes the course

Teachers
・Able to gain GOOD TEACHER NFTs based on
assessment by learners.
・A teacher acquires PT tokens through teaching
activities.
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Transaction of PT Tokens / NFTs in case of

②Employers / Employees / Schools
Take
・ PT tokens are awarded when its
employees contribute to teaching activities.

Give
Companies /
Job offerers

・Pay recruitment cost with PT tokens.

・Pay remuneration and contract amount with PT
tokens.

・ Good company NFT is rewarded when the
amount of offered jobs or employment exceed a
certain number.

Employees
・Remuneration is paid with PT tokens.

・Pay PT Tokens to join advanced courses (B)
・Pay PT tokens to express appreciation to
teachers, content providers, schools.

・Gain JOB NFT on every employment.

・Receive donation with PT Token
・Able to gain “GOOD SCHOOL NFT" when it has
produced a mass of self -reliant workers.
・Receive PT Tokens for appreciation by students.

schools

・Able to pay PT tokens for teacher training.
・Able to use PT tokens to establish education
environment and develop educational contents.

Transaction of Peace Tech Tokens and NFTs in case of

③ Contributors / Contents Providers
Give

Take
・ Gain "Donation NFTs." Donation history is
made visible.
・ A successful bidder can be linked to the donator
of the auctioned good.

Contributors
(Donators and
other supporters)

・Purchase NFTs with legal currency and/or PT
tokens and contribute them.

・Able to join Donators’ community.

・ On every resale of NFTs, 99% of trading
amount is
automatically contributed.

・Other contribution than donation is subject to
reward with PT tokens.

・Graduates can contribute with “Contribute”
NFTs which are exclusively used for “pay forward”

・The number of course completers is recorded
with NFT.
・When it exceeds a certain standard, GOOD
CONTENT NFT is awarded.

Content
Providers
・Offer a sponsored course.

・PT tokens are awarded when it provides
educational course.
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Sullivan,

Routes and targets

・In primary education, we work with primary schools and educational NPOs to deliver education to
teachers, parents, and children.
・In higher education, the system is used by current students in university classes. Or students can directly access
the system to learn.

Primary
education stage

Primary schools and educational
Improving
NPOs

Teachers

teachers' teaching skills

(Primary school
students)

Raising awareness among parents

Conducting classes

Parents
Children

Higher education
stage
(Undergraduate and
graduate)

Higher education
Teaching with ICT

University
students

Encouraging the use of systems
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PeaceTech Lab

Basic Design

・Creating a virtuous cycle where enthusiasm and earnest of learners is assessed by technology,
which supports job finding and economic self-reliance and workers and enterprises support learning.

PeaceTech Lab
AI-based personally
optimized Learning

Blockchain-based
Assessment/ Matching

Job service
“Alan”

Employment
Support

Enterprises
Learners to be
workers

Education
support

Assessment
of earnest of
learners

Human
Resource
Database

“Noguchi”
Education Service

Learning system

"Sullivan”

“Albert”

Workers to be
teachers
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Education Support by the PeaceTech Lab
Peace Tech Lab
Economically advantageous countries
Albert

Established
communication
infrastructure

Creating Learning Roadmap
Provision of All Educational contents for individual study

Sullivan
Free provision of Paid Contents
ex.
Universities in
SSA

Less
established
communication
infrastructure

Provision of Educational Contents
for Group Study
Training for Education supporters
on sites

Economically disadvantageous countries

ex. Primary/
Secondary
Schools in
SSA

PTF to
Support for
communication
facility
Mpata
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Designing Policy of PeaceTech Lab

１

2

3

Focusing on Solution
for Social issues

Decentralized
Autonomous and
learners-centered
community
based on blockchain

Circular “Pay Forward”
of token based on
individual efforts

Scheme which use
technology for peace and
never produces a new social
distortion and members
(learners, companies) who
share the same policy

Decentralized information
management based on BC
High transparency and
resilient to tampering.
Human-centered system
based on XAI tech.

Create a new educationbased token economy
which circulates within
and pay back to society.

Unique Algorism (criteria and procedure) for assessment
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Peace Tech Foundation’s Assessment
・Assessing “earnest,” but not “academic records,” to link credibility of the individual.
・How seriously an individual learns and completes a course is visualized through award of token and
NFT.
→ Widening job opportunities to be self-reliant economically
To assess “earnest” objectively by technology
Conventional
Assessment

PeaceTech
Token

PeaceTech Lab
Process of
Continuous
learning

Academic
Record

Assessing
“earnest”
to learn

Achievement of
Continuous
learning

NFT

Awarded by
learning time, login frequency,
concentration

“earnest” NFT

Awarded when a
learner completes
a particular
course

“Completion”
NFT
(Certificate)

The more seriously a
learner study, the
more tokens are
awarded.
When finished a
course, an NFT is
awarded as certificate
↓
Economic selfreliance
Job opportunity
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Token)” -The more you study, the more you earn.-

“Peace Tech Token (PT

・ “Personal Credit Assessment Engine” assesses and visualizes the progress and enthusiasm of learners.
The more serious they are, the higher they are assessed.
・Based on the assessment, they earn personal “tokens” (Learn to Earn)

Learn to Earn

Learners

Learn
HRDatabase

・Students in SSA
・Engineers all
over the world

Earn
“Peace Tech
Tokens”

・Acquired Skill
・Sign-in log
・Progress・Process
・Academic record etc.,
are visualized and
assessed by AI
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Peace Tech Economy unites people with credibility and empathy
・Peace Tech(PT) Tokens are awarded through not only learning but also contribution to the community and
other activities to individuals as well as enterprises (learners, teachers, job offer, workers, contributors etc.)
・Distributable among natural and legal persons
→ Economy which is not based on money only and includes the unbanked.

PT Tokens and NFTs are awarded accordingly to contribution for the community

PeaceTech
Token and
NFT of
contribtution

Workers

Learners

Teachers

Contributors

PT tokens and
NFTs are
exchanged among
members
Contents Providers

Employers / Job
Offerers

Goods Providers

PT tokens and NFTs
are awarded to social
good activities such
as “Learn,” “Teach,”
and “Work.”
↓
Economy which unites
with empathy
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“Web 3” the Peace Tech Foundation realizes
・Peace Tech lab is the Web 3, the decentralized web based on block chain technology,
applied in education and human resource development area.
Web 3 in General

Web 3 on Peace Tech Lab.

Decentralized Data
management and Personal
Sovereign of Data

●Personal Data on education, training and
careers are recorded on personal wallets, not
gathered to a particular company.

Decentralized Ownership

● Individuals who participate and engage
themselves in the Peace Tech community are
awarded Peace Tech Tokes accordingly.

Spread of decentralized
autonomous organizations
(DAOs) with no hierarchy.

●Transparent community without hierarchy
where every individual changes its position, for
example, leaners become workers and workers
become teachers through PeaceTech Lab.
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Peach Tech Token to be listed to pursue
Social Significance of Peace Tech
・Listing PeaceTech Token will evoke expectation and empathy of investors on the Peace Tech,
or solving social issue through technology, enable to collect fund from wide range.

STO
Token to be
listed

Operation aiming to
elimination of cause of
poverty and conflict by
technology

•

Fund

Companies
oriented to solving
social issues

Investors who are
interested in
reduction of social
gap and poverty.

Link good will, technology and money
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Collaboration with Algorand
Peace Tech Lab will collaborate with universities and companies partnered with Algorand that was founded by Prof.
Silvio Micali at MIT who is the recipient of Turing Award and in around 30th place in terms of market value of cryptassets listed in global exchange markets.
DeFi between Algorand and Peace Tech Tokens.

PeaceTech Lab’s services are offered to the 20 partner universities and about 100
education institutions that are Algorand’s partners, through which students can enjoy
educational contents of the platform.
Courses and curricula of the Algorand’s partner universities and education institution are
widely offered to learners on Peace Tech Lab.

PeaceTech Lab

Collaborative study and research on financial inclusion, educational inclusion and
technology in order to eradicate poverty.
Through Algorand’s educational contents in Japanese language, more Japanese engineers
can learn block chain technology.
↓
Peace Tec Lab delivers Algorand’s educational contents in Japanese language.
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Advantage in Development of the Operating System
Profile of Mr. Yuichiro Ichihara, that will develop the operating system
•

While he studied engineering subjects in the junior division of the faculty of arts and
sciences in University of Tokyo, he learnt finance by himself to be a FX trader. He rematriculated at and graduated from the Faculty of Medicine, Yokohama City University.

•

During the university days, he was engaged in research and development in data science,
particularly AI-based analysis of medical data, in RIKEN for 4 years. He researched “Deep
Reinforcement Learning” and “Natural Language Process” in Matsuo Lab of University of
Tokyo, that is a leading lab in AI.

•

Participated in the development of Tele-ICU, the telemedical system of the affiliate hospital
of Yokohama City University.

•

Engaged in the development of AppleWatch and iPhone applications to be utilized for
research of the affiliate hospital of Chiba university.

•

Working as an AI engineer in AI Medical Service, that is the top-venture company in the
area of the endoscope-AI, he has developed a brand-new high resolution AI model and is
researching on new algorithm to create data set for learning to realize XAI. Also engaged in
consulting on medical research.
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④ What the PeaceTech Lab provides

ー AI-based self-learning system optimized personally for global engineers
ー Programmed Delivery Strategy for disadvantageous circumstances

“Albert”

”Sullivan”

ー Human Resource Service “Alan”
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④ What the PeaceTech Lab provides

ー AI-based self-learning system optimized personally for global engineers
ー Programmed Delivery Strategy for disadvantageous circumstances

“Albert”

”Sullivan”

ー Human Resource Service “Alan”
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What are the requirements for a good engineer?
・The value of human resources lies in their ambition and initiative to learn the latest information
rather than past experiences.

PAST
Social
condition

Qualificati
on
Standard

PRESENT & FUTURE

Formal knowledge based on
experience is important

A world that is unpredictable and where past
experiences do not apply.

Experience and achievements

Ambition, initiative, ability to continue learning,
ability to respond to change

✓
✓
✓
✓

Past work experience
Scale of past projects
Size of company you work for
Last educational background

✓ Cutting-edge technology and knowledge
✓ Willingness to learn proactively
✓ Ability to form a community
and not depend on an organization
✓ Metacognition

AI-based self-learning system optimized personally

Albert

which aims to nurture and support "highly motivated engineers with ambition,
initiative and a strong desire to learn
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Albert, the AI-based personally optimized learning system
・To support finding optimized solution through 1) efficient learning and 2) performance improvement
in works by visualizing up-to-date technology structure.

【AI-based personally optimized learning system】
Seekers
for up-to-date
technologies.

Search

Mentor

Work
support

Comm
unity

Efficient
and
effective
solution

Efficient learning, Performance Improvement in works
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＜Search＞Structures and visualize 3-D knowledge
networks of the latest technologies
・A database to be created and maintained based on sites of various academic groups and companies where the
latest technologies, papers, and information are publicized with support by AI and machine learning structures and
visualize knowledge network so that learners can comprehend what to know easily.

【AIによる個別最適化
Search
学習シスム 】
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＜Mentor＞ Offers individually optimized Leaning Roadmap
・Create automatically an optimized learning roadmap based on individual academic/learning record,
career and other experiences.

Mentor

【AIによる個別最適化
学習システム 】
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＜Work Support＞ provides coding support and
recommendation
・In addition, the system analyzes working public code from GitHub and other sources, and provides a
recommendation function to help engineers and programmers solve errors.
⇒This makes it possible to implement the latest technology in society more quickly and efficiently.

【AIによる個別最適化
Work
学習システム
Support】
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＜Community＞keeps you motivated and supported
・Community of engineers who are solution-oriented and eager to catch up the latest technologies
provide fora for mutual learning, which accelerates solution of social issues.

Commu
nity
THEME
B

THEME
A

THEME
C
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Model cases of Albert’s support
・Wide range support from beginners to advanced-level
・You can step up through personally optimized learning contents.

Before
Programming
Beginners

Middle-level
engineers

Advanced-level
engineers

Search

〇
〇
〇

Mentor

〇

Work
Support

〇
〇

Comm
unity

〇
〇
〇

After
Middle-level
engineers
Advanced-level
engineers

Increased work
efficiency
Increased Creativity
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Albert also support talent management of HRDs
through improving and visualizing technical level of employees.
＜Advantage for Employers＞

Companies can install Albert for the
purpose of human resource
development and talent management
Enterprise

Engineer

●Able to provide employees with the latest and
personally optimized learning opportunities
→Improvement of entire technical level
→Improvement in employees’ satisfaction,
especially of efficient engineers.
→Self-learning habitat through community
function
●Able to grasp technical level of employees.
→appropriate assignment to projects.
→comprehension of lacking
resource/technology from the company and
therefore qualification of recruitment focus.
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④ What the PeaceTech Lab provides

ー AI-based self-learning system optimized personally for global engineers
ー Programmed Delivery Strategy for disadvantageous circumstances

“Albert”

”Sullivan”

ー Human Resource Service “Alan”
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Sullivan,

Educational Content

・We aim to help raise the achievement levels by providing necessary education to basic and higher education
(university) students through ICT.
・University and graduate school equivalent diplomas will be awarded to higher-education students who have
completed prescribed courses.
Learners

basic education
stage
(Primary school
students)

Place

Group study at
local schools &
NPO educational
facilities.

Educational Content

Means & Deliverables

Career Design

SDGs Education

Teaching materials
and
curriculum

IT Skills Education
Supplementary Study
Higher education
stage
(Undergraduate and
graduate)

Learn
through
personal PCs

Education for Entrepreneurship

Learning guidance
and support
know-how

IT Skills Education
Career Design
Course to become an online teacher
for elementary school students in home country

System of capturing
achievement levels
and providing
appropriate
materials
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Gamification of Education Contents
・Considering applying game-design elements in education program In order for students to enjoy
learning

Gamification
Assign
ment

Ex
change

Reward

47

• Joy to learn.
• Motivated
• Clear objectives and obstacles.
• Easy to overcome language
barrier
47

Sullivan,

Lecturers ・ Leaners

・Lecturers: every engineer, specialist, business person, and even student can give a lecture no matter where
they are.
・Learners: Youths and children living in poverty and social gap and/or affected by past and present coflict
and suppression
Lectures

Learners’ expectation

IT Engineers
Ghana － Joanna age:7

Digital Creators
Academic
Researchers
Business Persons
Students
with IT skills
Teachers in
Schools

Father lost his job due to COVID-19
pandemic and I had to help my family and I
couldn’t go school.
If I can re-start schooling, I want to study
mathematics that I’m not good at and get rid
of what I don’t understand.

Rwanda

－ Paul age:10

I’m in 4th grade. School gave us PCs but
teachers rarely use in class. So we used to
play with video games. In the programming
class, I wish to make my own game and
spread it to all over the world.

Kenya － Zawadi age:20
I understand the difficulty to get a job after
graduating from university. I want to know what
kind of choice in profession I have and study
necessary knowledge, skills, and discipline to
became a professional.

Etiopia － Ahmed

age:20

While urban areas are growing economically,
many are left behind in the region where I am
from. I think future development depends on
whether our generation can create a new
business. I would like to expect practical
learning that will lead to enrepreneurship.

Djibouti －

Mohammed age:20

I recognize that IT-related ability will be must
in the future. But few institutes provide
opportunities to learn such. I want to learn
and acquire a wide range of IT skills to make
use of for my future career.
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Learning System on Sullivan, the Education Service
・By utilizing Onstream as online education platform, stability of education service is secured and
development of other component will be accelerated.

Assessment Engine
for learners and
teachers

Learners’ sides

Learn on

Onstream

Block chain
token system

Earnest
assessment
by AI

Token
System

・Acquired skill
・Sign-in log
・level of growth
・Process etc.

PeaceTech Token
（PT Token）
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“Play to Earn” towards economic self-reliance
・”Scholarship” where players borrow an NFT asset from sponsors at the first stage, play the
game and share the reward with sponsors, may be a measure to support students.

Play to Earn Schemes

①Lend an NFT
asset

―”scholarship”
― Ordinary “Play to Earn”
Sponsors
③Reward
④Share the reward

Propose
“Play to Earn” as
measure for financial
independence

Students
（Game-Players）

②Play with the lent NFT

Game
Providers

①Play
②Reward
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Partnership with African Ambassadors
①Collaboration with African national
governments, especially line ministries in
education
●

African
African
Ambassadors
Ambassadors

Call for cooperation from local education institutions

②Call for VIPs and global celebrities
●

Contribution of digital assets with NFT certification
Works and belongings of creators and celebrities

● Call for fundraising through cloud funding
● Transmitting messages about Peace Tech Lab. on SNS
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Promotion
●Influencers in developed
countries
with interest in social issues
and many followers.

●Contributors
Positive message
and call for action

・Cloud funding
・NFT
「Let’s mobilize
resource!」

「Let’s become a teacher
in the Peace Tech Lab.」

African
Ambassadors

●teachers
●Influencers in Africa
「Let’s learn on the Peach
Tech Lab.」

●leaners
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④ What the PeaceTech Lab provides

ー AI-based self-learning system optimized personally for global engineers
ー Programmed Delivery Strategy for disadvantageous circumstances

“Albert”

”Sullivan”

ー Human Resource Service “Alan”
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Alan, the Human-Resource Service
・Engineers willing to brush up their skills related to solving social issues and to get better job opportunities
・Companies willing to develop internal human resources and recruit persons willing to solve social issues.
→The only AI-based job matcher that focus on learning history, earnest to learn and contribute solving social
issues.
Companies

Leaners, Workers

Matching
Learn

Job
Seeking

・Past works
・Growth curve
・earnest
・Learning log
・Personal History
・Expectation
etc.

Earnest
Assessment
by AI

Link

HR-DB of
Learners
Noguchi

・Company Profile
・Job Category
・Task
・Post
・Remuneration
etc.

developi
ng HR

recruit

“earnest to solve social issues”-based assessment
Engineers with desire to improve themselves are appreciated and able to get more job opportunities
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Service that Alan can offer
・Learners can improve their technical level efficiently through Albert and then find ideal job
・Companies can hire and train engineers through NOGUCHI, the human resource database.

For Engineers (Learners, Workers)
Support to improve technical level and
find ideal job
＜Self-Learning＞
・Able to learn latest technology efficiently
through Albert
学習者・エンジニア・研究者への提供

＜Job-finding, Starting business＞
・job-search job and application
・Recommendation, and hunting

For Employers
Support your recruitment
・publicize job/vacancy information
・search appropriate human resource in the
database
・facilitate communication with job-seekers
学習者・エンジニア・研究者への提供

Support improving technology level
of employing companies.

・Internal engineers can self-learn through Albert
・Able to comprehend technology level and
qualification of internal engineers through the DB
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Value of Alan
・By combining learning system and HR-database, the Job Matching component can realize best match
with high satisfaction for both employers and employees.

Value for Learners/employees
Easily develop themselves as engineer which
enable them to get job opportunities.
●Keep them selves optimized and updated
●Network with efficient engineers
→improve output quality and stimulate selfdevelopment.
●Assessment criteria based on enthusiasm, learning
record.
→Performance-based, Personality-based. Notnationality, current position, credibility of previous
employers.

Value for Companies / employers
HRD-based growth
Efficient recruitment process of serious
engineers.
●can recruit and employ engineers with latest
technologies
●can recruit from all over the world
→ Speeding-up technical growth of the company
●can assess enthusiasm to learn which is a
requirement for effective engineers.
→Reduction of mismatch, efficient recruitment

Engineers with desire to improve themselves are appreciated and able to get more job opportunities
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Why Alan is chosen.
Technology trend
analysis

Knowledge of frontline companies

Education, Training

Forecast technology,
skill and job
requirement in
needs in near future

Knowledge and skills which will be
required in the society are taken into
the contents of lectures, training and
courses.

Able to produce
human resources with skills
and qualification demanded
by the society
・latest

technology
・social-issue oriented
・visible qualification

Assessment Criteria
Based on the needs in society,
leaners assessment criteria will be
adjusted.
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Why Alan is chosen.

①Technology Trend Analysis
・Forecast demanded technology from theory.
・Identify technology and engineer qualification which are currently in need based on experience and
knowledge of front-line companies.
Identify technology in need
presently and in the future

Comprehend current and future need based on theory and
practice

Technology forecast
Based on Gartner’s Hype
Cycles and others, identify
currently demanded
technology and its future
trend, and front-line
technology which will be in
need in the future.

Knowledge and
Experience in
Front-line
companies

PTF adjusts human-resource assessment criteria through
analyzing technology currently in need in collaboration
with social-issue oriented companies such as Sun
Asterisk Inc. and System shared Inc.
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Why Alan is chosen.

②Reflecting technology in need into Education and
Assessment criteria
・Sullivan provides education and training reflecting market needs
・NOGUCHI, the human resource database also reflect technology element of market needs.
Identify technology in need
presently and in the future

Education
Sullivan and Albert
provides education and training on
technology in need, which leads to
wider job opportunities and proper
career development.

Assessment
criteria
・Assessment criteria reflects
technology in need
→Reduction of mismatch, efficient
recruitment
・Reflect requirement into
Assessment sheet and Noguchi, the
human-resource database
・Objective assessment by AI provide
support your decision. (Selfassessment does not tell all.)
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⑤ How the Peace Tech Lab keeps updated
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Establishment and operation of
Technical advisory committee
Technical advisory committee members are selected and commissioned from mainly technical experts
and ambassadors from around the world, to form the committee.
・Write an essay, column, or message on PeaceTech Lab
・Evaluation of cutting-edge technology and research by experts
・Associate Peace Tech Lab. with own research, education, and other activities.

Technical Advisor
Committee

Network
→Researchers and engineers
→Ambassadors

●Selection and request of advisory
committee members
●Management of the committee
organization
●Connecting education to technology and
research (building a system for self-study of
the latest technological trends)
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Research with Kyoto University Graduate School
・Through joint research with Kyoto University Graduate School of Advanced Integrated Studies in
Human Survivability, we aim to shed scientific light on the Mission & Purpose of our project – elimination
of poverty and disparity through education
Research
Theme

“Study on the optimal educational
content to eliminate poverty"
The evidence data on the contents of the
educational curriculum, the methodology employed,
and the educational achievement results are
captured through quantative and qualitative surveys.

Methodology

Research
Institute

The survey results are analyzed to find their
relationship with poverty and disparity.
We will then clarify and advocate the kind of
education that leads to the elimination of poverty
and disparity.（Evidence Based Policy Making ）

Peace Tech
Research Institute

Kyoto University

Graduate
School

×

Peace Tech
Foundation

Establish "Peace Tech Research Institute" to conduct
research along the lines of Research Theme
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⑥

How you can support learners Mpata
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Communication Environment Support
Cost to establish necessary communication environment to
enjoy Peace Tech Lab Education Program in Sub-sahara Africa

minimum communication cost to enjoy 10 hours of ZOOM lesson per month
(Mobile Wifi + 5G/month bundle. Additionally, device, projectors, power are required)

・Ghana Initial 37USD + 96USD p.a.（GNI per capita 2340 USD)
・Kenya

Initial

38USD + 48USD p.a.

・Rwanda Initial 34USD + 48USD p.a.

(GNI per capita 1840USD)
(GNI per capita 780USD)

・Uganda Initial 34USD + 72USD p.a. (GNI per capita 800USD)
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Your donation provide learning opportunities through
improving communication environment
・「PeaceTech Lab」have a cloud funding function “Mpata” to support disadvantageous learners

Now

After your donation

Poor Environment

Good Environment with device

・No access to internet
・Non-affordable bundle
・lacking, outdated, insufficient
equipment etc.

Internet access is key to be
self-reliant

Cloud Funding

Mpata

・Interactive communication
・Encounter global knowledge
・Personally optimized learning
・Video, Game
Various contents

“Learn to Earn”
New frontier of Education
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Various measures to support leaners through MPATA
・ For more people to support providing education opportunities
・ Various donation scheme such as minting endowed course, and awarding Peach Tech Tokens to
NFT owners.

Endowed course

Mpata

→To endow and issue NFTs to
the courses as proof of
donation.

Token Scholarship
→Economically disadvantageous
ｘ token scholarship
learners can receive
whose source is donation, to join
advanced courses.

Donation
Learn to acquire Job
Pay
Forward

Celebrities to issue
NFTs
ｘ
→Sale amount to be
donated

Other Donation
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Investment Scheme
●Investee：Peace

Tech Group

・General Incorporated Association: Peace Tech Foundation（Japan）
・Peace Tech Foundation（Singapore）：PeaceTech Token Issuer
・Gaia Tech Inc.（Japan）
●Scheme：
①Token

Donation to Peace Tech Foundation（Japan）->
Distribution of PT Tokens on the establishment of Peace Tech Foundation

②Token & Equity

Acquisition of newly issued shares of Gaia Tech ->
Distribution of PT Tokens on the establishment of Peace Tech Foundation

Initial issue price = 1dollar / 1token
ex) Issuance of 100 thousand PT tokens = Investment of 100 thousand dollars

Summary - Peace Tech Token
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